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 +1+ 2020 STRATEGIC WARFARE PRAYER!!!!
 They Sold Their Souls For Rock and Roll: The Beatles & The Rolling Stones
 The Rolling Stones - Sympathy for the Devil - Altamont Dec 6th 1969
Concert--Meredith Hunter 18 years old killed at the Altamont concert...Hells
Angels Acting as Body Guards—People There Acting Totally Demon
Possessed Insane
 Guess what song they have on rotation at the Trump rallies (Besides
“YMCA” by the all gay band the Village People)? Well oh course it is:
“SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL” by the Satanist Rock Band “The Rolling
Stones”!!!“…that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth
the whole world…”
 Evangelicals, False Prophet Cindy Jacobs, Trump, Covid Vaccines &
National News
 What Can Women do for the Lord?-Parts 1 & 2
 +2+ Dr. Lorraine Day Says Vaccines Are the Main Way “They” Have Been
Killing Us Off for Decades and That "The Covid-19 Test Vaccinates you &
Implants You With Nanoparticles"!!!!! Plus a Warning on Her Beliefs
 C-D-C Admits to the FDA: NO such thing as C-o-v-i-d-19
 FDA: COVID-19 VIRUS Has NEVER Been Isolated--They have never--not
once--isolated the virus for which they have shut down the United States
economy and through which they have denied tens of millions of
Americans their most basic freedoms
 Renowned Scientist Tells Fox News: COVID-19 Vaccine is 'Downright
Dangerous' and Will Send You 'To Your Doom'
 Priest who volunteered for COVID vaccine - dies suddenly --- Pregnant
Women Immediately Abort Babies! “IMAGINE A VACCINE SO SAFE YOU
HAVE TO BE THREATENED TO TAKE IT, FOR A DISEASE SO DEADLY YOU
HAVE TO BE TESTED TO KNOW YOU HAVE IT”
 Head of Pfizer Research: Covid Vaccine is Female (& Possibly Male)
Sterilization
 Top EU Scientist Warns COVID-19 Vaccine Linked To Sterilization of
Women--Breaking down medical experts’ testimony that the COVID-19
mRNA vaccine will sterilize women, as the head of the EU medical advisory























board admitted that secret experimentation with the vaccine would violate
human rights
Oxford Professor Sir John Bell – A Designer of the AstraZeneca Covid
Vaccine - Admits – The Vaccine Will “Very Likely” Sterilize up to 70% of
The Population!!!!
We've Got the Box! Astra-Zeneca's COVID-19 "Vaccine"-- Frankenstein in a
Bottle – Chimpanzee GMO Virus Used to Make This Vaccine & This Vaccine
is Also Cultured off Two Different Aborted Baby Fetal Cell Lines and One
Line From Cancerous Lung Tissue!!!!
Total Satanic Insanity!!!! Moderna to start testing its mRNA COVID-19
vaccine on children – are parents really letting their kids serve as guinea
pigs?
ACTION ALERT! COVID Vaccine: What We Don’t Know
+3+ 'Immunity Cards' To Be Issued To All Americans; Enable CDC To Track
COVID-19 Vaxx Status In Database—While former presidents & Satanists
Obama, Clinton and Bush publicly announced that they would take the
vaccine, on camera
Member of Parliament: Vaccine Passport Plan - "The MOST Authoritarian
Govt Since 1650"
U.K. announces that passports will soon include vaccine stamps
Listener Comment: THE VACCINATION GOES GLOBAL EUROPE, RUSSIA,
ISRAEL, INDIA, CHINA INDONESIA, US (COMING SOON), JUST IN ONE
WEEK? I BELIEVE THAT LUCIFER WANTS TO MARK (WITH HIS DNA) AS
MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE BEFORE THE WWIII AND THE OTHER
CATACLYSMS
A global team of experts has found 10 FATAL FLAWS in the main test for
Covid and is demanding it’s urgently axed. As they should
Court rules Covid-19 tests worthless, media rejects science
Willful FRAUD: Politicians and Hospitals in New York & New Jersey Calling
Flu Deaths "COVID"
The More They Test the More False Positives We Will See--COVID-19
‘outbreak’ at Palisades Medical Center prompts ER diversions & patient
transfers
C-o-v-i-d-19 PCR Tests Ruled Totally Unreliable By Portuguese Court-Quarantine Lifted-Potentially 97% False Positives!!!
Chief Science Officer for Pfizer Says “Second Wave” F-a-k-e-d on F-a-l-s-ePositive C-O-V-I-D Tests, “Pandemic Is Over”
NY Times on C-o-v-i-d-1-9 Test: “Up to 90% of People Testing Positive
Carried Barely Any V-i-r-u-s,” Many Are “Not Likely To Be Contagious”-Widely-used C-o-v-i-d-1-9 test is “diagnosing huge numbers of people who
may be carrying relatively insignificant amounts of the v-i-r-u-s,” says NYT
In a newly surfaced July interview, Fauci warns that widely used COVID
tests may pick up 'dead' virus particles
Entire City of Los Angeles Put On House Arrest - Here's What To Do






Total Insanity! LA County Mayor Says Not Wearing A Mask Is “Act Of
Domestic Terrorism”
Report from a listener and nurse in North Carolina--Everything about this
lying agenda is continuing to worsen, but the more Satan pushes this, the
more I will resist it!!!!!!
Russia? Congo? Or Canada? Fined and visited by the police for just
protesting now!!!
Practice on Christians first: Why are the cops targeting churches?

++ List of Current Event Prayer Points:
++For the Lord Jesus Christ to intervene in this US election on the side of
righteousness and for any all election and post-election chaos to be quelled and
abated and for protection of the body of Christ and the innocent
++For the Lord Jesus Christ to expose & destroy “The Great Reset” agenda
worldwide designed to bring in the New World Order
++For the Lord Jesus Christ to expose & destroy the Covid-19 agenda worldwide
with all of its big brother agendas like forced mask wearing, DNA defiling
vaccinations with microchips and contract tracing & for God’s judgment &
destruction to be on the vaccine/medical cartels; & that Operation Warp Speed
would be annihilated, exposed and destroyed!!!!
++ Regarding the Body of Christ we pray for strength, endurance, courage, divine
providence & guidance, favor and the power to overcome all this wickedness that
is increasing by the day.
++For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle colliders
worldwide & the eradication of all D-Wave Quantum Computers, and for the
eradication of every wicked portal or doorway these devices (and all witchcraft
taking place in this universe) have opened, and all dark matter they have created;
and that every devil, demon, evil entity or fallen angel that has entered through
these portals, be bound up and cast into the abyss, until which time they then be
cast into the Lake of Fire, and that no over evil entities can come to take their
place!!!!
++Against the Chinese plans for taking over America through bringing in mass
weapons, foreign troops and drugs like Fentanyl to poison the US citizens
++Against groups like Black Lives Matter and Antifa who are working with the
Chinese and George Soros to kill as many Christians and righteous people as
possible, and bring in anarchy and ultimately get UN Troops on US streets.
++Against any incoming asteroids or meteors that might hit the earth that they
would be diverted to outer space
++Against the devil seeds coming from China
++For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun
confiscation situation developing in Virginia and other parts of the USA
++For Gods intervention regarding the coming food and water shortages & the
honey bee die-off worldwide
++Against all the UN troops already in America and coming here
++For Gods intervention regarding all the weather warfare to destroy crop yields
for 2020

++For Gods intervention regarding the wildfires caused by Directed Energy
Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding this to be destroyed
++For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians worldwide (especially
the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) Worldwide
++That President Trump Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law and
that if it be possible he would be saved--For President Trump to do the right thing
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people—For the fear of God to be
on Trump and all high level politicians like a thick cloud so they do the right thing
++Against All Planned Pandemics
Plagues Worldwide
++Against the Exploding GMO
Weaponized Tick & Mosquito
Populations Everywhere
++Against The Illegal
Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider
Caravans Coming up through the US
southern border--For Stoppage and
Exposure of the Latin American,
Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th
Column Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded
in America
++Against (and for physical protection of
our families and animals) from the 5G &
6G radiation & the 42,000 Satellites
Being Launched Sending Intense
Microwave Radiation Over Entire Earth
++For All Christians to wake up and
spread the gospel and push back
against all their freedoms being taken
away
++ Against the 501c3 Clergy Responses
Teams Being activated in America to
betray and destroy the Christians and
that they would be exposed
++Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide
++Against all the witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in
more evil, death and destruction,
++Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation
++Against the plans & wickedness of high level politicians everywhere
++Against mandatory vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would
come out about them
++Against the wicked factions of Modern medicine & the pharmaceutical &
vaccine industry
++For the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to
receive the truth
++Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020

++Against the South African Genocide of Whites
++For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima Nuclear Radiation Contamination &
Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide
++Against the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide
++Against Further Vote Rigging in the Elections everywhere
++ For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and
Canada--For the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false
flag events everywhere
++For the eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child
Sex trafficking networks worldwide
++Against LGBTQ movement and against the normalization of all child
molestation and sexualization of teens, children & babies--For the protection of
all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks--For the
eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff
film sources and businesses
++For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade
++For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers
worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and
employees
++For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler
Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators
++Against the wickedness being openly promoted by the Democrat party and ALL
Democrats running for president & for the fear of God to be upon both the
democrats and republicans, and if they will NOT repent of their wickedness that
God would hedge up their ways with thorns and have them total confusion, and
that they would turn on each other and devour one another; and against every
level of government that has by hijacked by wickedness
++Against all the wickedness being perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, Amazon,
Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants and the
dominant streaming content producers
++Against any non-human entities that walk among, defile, exploit, murder or
infiltrate humanity
++Against the pop culture rock and rap music industry
++Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism
++Against the global banking cartels and the 13 families of the Illuminati
++For all the Satanic Ritual Abuse and MK Ultra mind control victims, that they be
delivered, saved and protected from the Satanic Agenda that has been
implemented against them.
++Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public schools.
++Add to your personal prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, neutralize, destroy
and purge any and all nanobots, nanoparticles, nanotech, microchips, implants or
Hydrogel in or on our bodies, and to destroy and purge any and all wicked
bacteria, viruses, candida and parasites in or on our bodies and to deactivate,
neutralize, destroy and purge any other wicked things the globalist elite have
gotten into our bodies.

2020 STRATEGIC WARFARE PRAYER!!!!
Father God in the name of Jesus Christ we nullify, dismantle, cancel and forcefully
oppose all satanic operations, maneuvers, manipulations, subversions, strategies,
tactics, plots, plans and ploys, which are designed to hinder, prevent, frustrate, foil,
deny or delay God’s original plans and purposes, from their quick, swift and speedy
manifestation taking place in their correct time and season. (Daniel 7:25) We rebuke
and dismantle all satanic alliances and confederations. Let every evil covert and
clandestine effort and endeavor fail. Cause the news media to be caught in their
lying and manipulation so that only the truth is manifested. (Nehemiah 4:7-8;
Esther 3:1-9:32; Job 5:12-14; Psalm 83:5; 2 Chronicles 20:35) 2. We decree that every
satanic strategy of inhibition, prohibition and limitation placed upon the Body of Christ
(by the dark side) shall not prevail. We declare all invisible and visible walls of
opposition, restriction and delay will be exposed and destroyed. (Colossians 1:16;
Joshua 6:1) Oh God confound the devices and evil plans of the enemy that they
have crafted, so that their hands are not able to perform their enterprise. Save
those that can be saved O’ Lord, but those that cannot be saved; overtake them in
their own crafty and devious ways; let them fall into their own pits they have dug for
the righteous, let the Fire of God devour them, let them turn on and consume one
another and have them in total confusion & derision. (Psalm 35:4; 50:3, 55:9; 70:2;
83:17; John 8:32). We loose the hosts of heaven to war against the hosts of
darkness and bring an end to all deceptive, secret and destructive measures
designed destroy all of God’s creation and defile the world. For this reason, was
the Son of God made manifest, that He would destroy the works of the enemy. (John
2:15-17; Acts 16:16-19; 1 John 3:8) We overrule all strategies, tactics and curses of the
enemy by the power of the Name of Jesus Christ and His shed Blood. (1 Timothy 1:1820) We overthrow spoken words, enchantments, divinations, spells, hexes, vexes,
curses, witchcraft prayers and every idle word spoken contrary to God’s original
plans and purposes according to Isaiah 54:17. We reverse the curses associated
with all these ceremonies, rituals, utterances and plans to bring about a chaotic bloody
revolution in America to usher in Martial Law and the New World Order. We decree and
declare that: Their plans shall be uncovered and shall not prevail; & their plans shall be
frustrated and unable to achieve any impact; & their threatening’s and violent verbal
dealings are returned to them one hundredfold. FATHER, WE HUMBLY ASK YOU TO:
Reveal every hidden agenda, plan and cover-up in the secret shadow government
regarding their attempts to manipulate end time events, leading to the destruction of
Your righteous seed. (Isaiah 44:25; 2 Timothy 3:8) Send divine, powerful angelic forces
against their diabolical plans to frustrate and expose them, so that they will be
dismantled. Dispatch legions of warring angels (and any other kinds of angel’s
necessary) to enforce Your perfect will on the United States of America and on all
the earth. (Joshua 5:13-14; Psalm 103:20-22; Colossians 2:14, 15; Ezekiel 9:9-11)
Release your divine strategies and revelation upon any righteous person in government
worldwide. Fill them with Your Holy Spirit and cause Your divine wisdom to come
upon them. (James 1:5) Cause them to be a holy trumpet shedding light upon the dark
hidden secrets of the wicked. Send a spirit of confusion amongst the camp of the
enemy. Let their tongues be divided; when they communicate let it be incoherent and
misunderstood. (1 Samuel 10:27) Arrest those that operate in the spirit of Jezebel

or Belial (and all other wicked spirits) and cause them to be caught in their own
lies and conspiracies. Let them not be able to resist the Spirit of Truth or gain
any ground in the natural or spiritual realm. Cause every spirit that is released
from their diabolical assignment to be cast into the abyss, until which time they
be cast into the lake of fire. (Psalm 110:1; 1 Kings 19:1-5; 21:1-16) Please cause
these prayers and all future prayers to take on the characteristics of divine projectiles in
the realm of the spirit, so that they hit the bull’s eye. (Psalm 57:4) Let the laws that
govern this prayer and all spiritual warfare strategies and tactics, be binding by the
Word, the Blood and by the Holy Spirit. (1 John 5:7) WE SEAL THIS PRAYER IN THE
NAME OF JESUS CHRIST AND THE BLOOD OF THE LAMB, AMEN!
PRAYER TO NEUTRALIZE OCCULT RITUALS
Beloved Holy Savior and Master, Lord Jesus, you are the sacrifice, the Lamb that
was slain before the foundation of the earth, seated at the right hand of the
Father. We honor your sacrifice on the cross, your resurrection and
transfiguration volunteered for our salvation. We worship you, exalt you and
magnify your name above every name. You are sovereign, supreme over all. You
are worthy. You alone are worthy. We pledge our faith and love to serve you
alone, forever. We claim your Word: James 4:7: “Submit yourselves therefore to
God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.” 2 Timothy 1:7: “For God hath not
given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.” We
come in the authority given to us in Christ Jesus. We cover ourselves with the
Blood of the Lamb. We place a hedge of warring angels with flaming swords of
fire around us and our families continuously. We put on the whole armor of God.
We lift our shields of faith to interlock, standing foot to foot and shoulder to
shoulder–a solid wall that cannot be breached or penetrated. We resist and
renounce Satan, the god of this earth. We rise to war in the Spirit against
witchcraft, occult maneuvers and devices sent against Your Will and the Body of
Christ. We ask you to dispatch legions of your warring angels in full battle array,
fiery swords drawn to enforce our petitions and intercessory prayers. Rout your
enemy on all fronts. Turn their hatred, anger, accusations, conflict, arrogance and
wicked schemes upon themselves so that they become caught in their own
snares and fall into the pits that they intended for others. We nullify, dismantle,
cancel and oppose every satanic operation, scheme, maneuver and strategy. Cause
secret plans, agenda and motivation of the enemy to be revealed for everyone to see.
We decree and declare that what these evil people meant for evil, you will turn it around
and use it for the good of your people. We close every evil portal that has been opened.
We break every curse, hex, spell, vex, enchantment, decree spoken or unspoken sent
against the Body of Christ and your intercessors by every witch, warlock, Satanist,
sorcerer, voodoo priest, shaman, brujo, bruja, soothsayer, medium, coven and every
minion of the devil working iniquity; and send it back upon their own heads seven fold
that they may repent and turn from their evil ways. Lord Jesus, reveal your love to
them. Show them the truth about who they are serving, and their eternal destination if
they continue in their present path. Open their minds, eyes and ears to receive
supernatural insight and knowledge to understand the truth of the Gospel. Bring them to

salvation. We seal this prayer by the Blood of the Lamb and in the name of the LORD
Jesus Christ. Amen.
This is a very powerful prayer against Witchcraft…with fasting even more
powerful.. This prayer can shut down Witches and Satanists forever.
Father, In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, we plead the precious
uncorruptable blood of Jesus over the Body of Christ, the innocent, ourselves,
our families and everything that belongs to us. We ask for giant warrior Angels
(or whatever kinds of angels are necessary) to be loosed from Heaven to
surround and protect us. As your war club and weapons of war we break down,
undamn, and blow up all walls of protection around all witches, warlocks,
wizards, satanists, and the like, and we break the power of all curses, hexes,
vexes, spells, charms, fetishes, psychic prayers, psychic thought, all witchcraft,
sorcery, magic, voodoo, all mind control, jinxes, potions, bewitchments, death,
destruction, sickness, pain, torment, physic power, psychic warfare, prayer
chains, and everything else being sent to the Body of Christ, the innocent, our
way or our family members way, and we return it and the demons, devils, evil
entities and fallen angels to the senders right now!, SEVENFOLD, and we BIND it
to them by the blood of Jesus Christ!
Father, we pray that these lost souls will find the light of your Son Jesus.. Their
own snares and traps have now been set against themselves.. In the name of
Jesus Christ of Nazareth we now loose them from all mind control of Satan!..
Father we also ask that you Bind the Holy Spirit to their hearts as a guide to your
Son Jesus.. So that they may be set free from the bondages of Satan.
In Jesus name we pray…Amen
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald
Reagan:

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:

Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams
“The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years.
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage to
spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty, from
liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to
complacency from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from
dependency back to bondage.” Alexander Fraser Tytler
+1+ 2020 STRATEGIC WARFARE PRAYER!!!!
Father God in the name of Jesus Christ we nullify, dismantle, cancel and forcefully
oppose all satanic operations, maneuvers, manipulations, subversions, strategies,
tactics, plots, plans and ploys, which are designed to hinder, prevent, frustrate, foil,
deny or delay God’s original plans and purposes, from their quick, swift and speedy
manifestation taking place in their correct time and season. (Daniel 7:25) We rebuke
and dismantle all satanic alliances and confederations. Let every evil covert and
clandestine effort and endeavor fail. Cause the news media to be caught in their
lying and manipulation so that only the truth is manifested. (Nehemiah 4:7-8;
Esther 3:1-9:32; Job 5:12-14; Psalm 83:5; 2 Chronicles 20:35) 2. We decree that every
satanic strategy of inhibition, prohibition and limitation placed upon the Body of Christ
(by the dark side) shall not prevail. We declare all invisible and visible walls of
opposition, restriction and delay will be exposed and destroyed. (Colossians 1:16;
Joshua 6:1) Oh God confound the devices and evil plans of the enemy that they
have crafted, so that their hands are not able to perform their enterprise. Save
those that can be saved O’ Lord, but those that cannot be saved; overtake them in
their own crafty and devious ways; let them fall into their own pits they have dug for
the righteous, let the Fire of God devour them, let them turn on and consume one
another and have them in total confusion & derision. (Psalm 35:4; 50:3, 55:9; 70:2;
83:17; John 8:32). We loose the hosts of heaven to war against the hosts of

darkness and bring an end to all deceptive, secret and destructive measures
designed destroy all of God’s creation and defile the world. For this reason, was
the Son of God made manifest, that He would destroy the works of the enemy. (John
2:15-17; Acts 16:16-19; 1 John 3:8) We overrule all strategies, tactics and curses of the
enemy by the power of the Name of Jesus Christ and His shed Blood. (1 Timothy 1:1820) We overthrow spoken words, enchantments, divinations, spells, hexes, vexes,
curses, witchcraft prayers and every idle word spoken contrary to God’s original
plans and purposes according to Isaiah 54:17. We reverse the curses associated
with all these ceremonies, rituals, utterances and plans to bring about a chaotic bloody
revolution in America to usher in Martial Law and the New World Order. We decree and
declare that: Their plans shall be uncovered and shall not prevail; & their plans shall be
frustrated and unable to achieve any impact; & their threatening’s and violent verbal
dealings are returned to them one hundredfold. FATHER, WE HUMBLY ASK YOU TO:
Reveal every hidden agenda, plan and cover-up in the secret shadow government
regarding their attempts to manipulate end time events, leading to the destruction of
Your righteous seed. (Isaiah 44:25; 2 Timothy 3:8) Send divine, powerful angelic forces
against their diabolical plans to frustrate and expose them, so that they will be
dismantled. Dispatch legions of warring angels (and any other kinds of angel’s
necessary) to enforce Your perfect will on the United States of America and on all
the earth. (Joshua 5:13-14; Psalm 103:20-22; Colossians 2:14, 15; Ezekiel 9:9-11)
Release your divine strategies and revelation upon any righteous person in government
worldwide. Fill them with Your Holy Spirit and cause Your divine wisdom to come
upon them. (James 1:5) Cause them to be a holy trumpet shedding light upon the dark
hidden secrets of the wicked. Send a spirit of confusion amongst the camp of the
enemy. Let their tongues be divided; when they communicate let it be incoherent and
misunderstood. (1 Samuel 10:27) Arrest those that operate in the spirit of Jezebel
or Belial (and all other wicked spirits) and cause them to be caught in their own
lies and conspiracies. Let them not be able to resist the Spirit of Truth or gain
any ground in the natural or spiritual realm. Cause every spirit that is released
from their diabolical assignment to be cast into the abyss, until which time they
be cast into the lake of fire. (Psalm 110:1; 1 Kings 19:1-5; 21:1-16) Please cause
these prayers and all future prayers to take on the characteristics of divine projectiles in
the realm of the spirit, so that they hit the bull’s eye. (Psalm 57:4) Let the laws that
govern this prayer and all spiritual warfare strategies and tactics, be binding by the
Word, the Blood and by the Holy Spirit. (1 John 5:7) WE SEAL THIS PRAYER IN THE
NAME OF JESUS CHRIST AND THE BLOOD OF THE LAMB, AMEN!
Isa 26:8 Yea, in the way of thy judgments, O LORD, have we waited for thee; the
desire of our soul is to thy name, and to the remembrance of thee.
Isa 26:9 With my soul have I desired thee in the night; yea, with my spirit within
me will I seek thee early: for when thy judgments are in the earth, the inhabitants
of the world will learn righteousness.
Isa 26:10 Let favour be shewed to the wicked, yet will he not learn righteousness:
in the land of uprightness will he deal unjustly, and will not behold the majesty of
the LORD.

They Sold Their Souls For Rock and Roll: The Beatles & The Rolling Stones
A video excerpt from Good Fight Ministries' popular documentary: "They Sold
Their Souls for Rock and Roll."
Play: https://youtu.be/UmZ8KR6JDZI
The Rolling Stones - Sympathy for the Devil - Altamont Dec 6th 1969 Concert-Meredith Hunter 18 years old killed at the Altamont concert...Hells Angels Acting
as Body Guards—People There Acting Totally Demon Possessed Insane
Two days after The Rolling Stones recorded “Sympathy for the Devil,”
presidential hopeful Robert F. Kennedy, the brother of an assassinated president,
was shot to death. Following the April death of Martin Luther King, Jr..
A devilish year to say the very least, 1968 saw the release of the films Rosemary’s
Baby and The Devil Rides Out, both of which had stand-in characters for the
wickedest man in the world, Aleister Crowley. The Rolling Stones also dropped
what many fans, or at least this one, believe was their finest album, Beggars
Banquet. The album opened with a request – animalistic and satanic – to consider
the achievements of temptation. “Sympathy for the Devil” will turn 50 this year
(2018). “Their Satanic Majesties Request” album came out in the middle of the
hippie Summer of Love, who had to record the album in between jail stints for
Jagger, Richards, and Jones. Band member Keith Richards told Rolling Stone in
1971: “There are black magicians who think we are acting as unknown agents of
Lucifer and others who think we are Lucifer. Everybody’s Lucifer.”
Play: Guess what song they have on rotation at the Trump rallies (Besides
“YMCA” by the all gay band the Village People)? Well oh course it is:
“SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL” by the Satanist Rock Band “The Rolling Stones”!!!
“…that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole
world…”
Evangelicals, False Prophet Cindy Jacobs, Trump, Covid Vaccines & National
News
Generals International (GI) is a prayer-based organization founded by Mike and
Cindy Jacobs in 1985. Cindy Jacobs is intoxicated with the power of speaking
affirmatively about what she thinks is her spiritual heritage in Christ. She has
found a way that seems right to her, but the end of it is death for her and those
who follow her.
1 Timothy 2:12-14: KJV “But I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority
over the man, but to be in silence. For Adam was first formed, then Eve. And
Adam was not deceived, but the woman being deceived was in the
transgression.”
Cindy and Mike Jacobs are a “charismatic Christian” power couple, with Cindy in
the lead.
Eph 5:22 Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord.
Eph 5:23 For the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the
church: and he is the saviour of the body.

Eph 5:24 Therefore as the church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to
their own husbands…
What Can Women do for the Lord?-Part 1
By Dr. Scott Johnson | February 3, 2008
What Can Women do for the Lord?-Part 2
In this study we will primarily be looking at the subject of: WHAT CAN WOMEN
DO FOR THE LORD? & Women Pastors?–The Biblical Qualifications for Pastors,
Elders, Deacons and Spiritual Overseers
We will also be taking an in depth look at most common arguments some use to
authorize women having Biblical offices that only men are supposed to hold; that
being Deborah of Judges, The daughters & handmaidens who prophesize in Acts
2:17 & 18 & the Daughters of Philip Acts 21:8&9. There are two errors among
Christians in regard to the woman’s ministry: (1) Some teach that women can do
anything, which is not Scriptural. (2) Others teach that women can do almost
nothing, which is also is not Scriptural. Godly women have a large role in the
work of God. Though they have limitations and there are some restrictions upon
their work, these are restrictions given by the Word of God; and in this study we
will be endeavoring to present these with the rationale behind why these
restrictions have been given by the Lord.
Here’s a brief bio on Morningstar Ministries:
“Cindy Jacobs is a respected prophet who travels the world ministering not only
to crowds of people, but also to heads of nations. Perhaps her greatest ministry
is to world influencers who seek her prophetic advice.
See: Back in Early March 2020 Christian False Prophet Cindy Jacobs Declares
Coronavirus ‘Illegal’ & will cease worldwide Because of Jesus
March 6, 2020--Good News: In a silly but not surprising development, Cindy
Jacobs, a popular Christian “prophet,” self-described faith-healer, and co-founder
of Generals International, has issued a “decree that the coronavirus will cease
worldwide.”
Right Wing Watch reports:
“Respected prophet” Cindy Jacobs assures everyone that “intercessors are on
this” as she declares the coronavirus to be “illegal” and orders it to “cease
worldwide.”
Also:
Cindy Jacobs' Inadvertent Admission that She & the Apostolic Council of Prophet
Elders are False Prophets
So Cindy isn’t operating in the prophetic gifts of the Lord. She is a prophet of
another lord known as “Baal,” operating in the power of self, asserting her will as
the will of God.
Play (but has some distorted audio) to 11:12: https://youtu.be/9cAb5EhaCA?t=125
+2+ Dr. Lorraine Day Says Vaccines Are the Main Way “They” Have Been Killing
Us Off for Decades and That "The Covid-19 Test Vaccinates you & Implants You
With Nanoparticles"!!!!! Plus a Warning on Her Beliefs
Play to 17:37: https://iconnectfx.com/view/eee3a2c3-9433-eb11-997900505682f257

From: Julie
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2020 11:11 AM
Subject: It's Time to Be Candid - A MUST LISTEN!
I just forwarded this link to you and realized that Dr Lorraine Day could be a Seventh
Day Adventist. Her information on the Coronavirus is spot on though. Sorry, I should
have checked her beliefs first before forwarding this out. As they say, “chew the meat
and spit the bones out.” Blessings, Julie
Scott Johnson’s Reply: Yes she has a weird belief system. Quoting from the link
below, in her own words:
“I believe in “Universal Restoration” – the belief that God, not Satan, is in control of this
world, and that God is great enough to win His children back and eventually to save
everyone FROM their sins, after they have reaped what they have sown. .”
https://www.goodnewsaboutgod.com/studies/spiritual/vcance_ferrell.htm
At the time of this report in 1991 we read: Born in Illinois, she was raised in
Southern California. Her father was a Seventh Day Adventist minister with a firm
hand. At age 9, she remembers, she dusted the house and awaited his inspection.
“That’s not good enough,” he said. She dusted again, and again, and again, “and
by the fifth time, I was in tears. He told me, ‘You do it right the first time, and you
don’t shirk.’ ” Day approves of her father’s strong hand but in one regard
diverged from his ministerial ways: For decades, she has been an agnostic.
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1991-04-21-tm-611-story.html
-----------------------------C-D-C Admits to the FDA: NO such thing as C-o-v-i-d-19—C-D-C document
confirms Principia Scientific International claims that there has NEVER been any
successful laboratory test to isolate and confirm the existence of the SARS-C-OV-2 virus, alleged to have caused the C-O-V-I-D-19 pandemic. In effect, the
science tells us there is NO virus!
https://principia-scientific.com/even-cdc-now-admits-no-gold-standard-ofcovid19-virus-isolate/
FDA: COVID-19 VIRUS Has NEVER Been Isolated--They have never--not once-isolated the virus for which they have shut down the United States economy and
through which they have denied tens of millions of Americans their most basic
freedoms
29 August 2020 For months, we've all been told that a new novel coronavirus has
been killing tens of thousands of people, and we all need to wear masks, close
businesses, stay home and such. The people telling us to do these things are
Governors, officials from the US Centers for Disease Control, State level Public
Health Officials, and the like.
ALL OF IT has been a complete fraud.
Yes, that's right. FRAUD. All these so-called "professionals" and "medical
experts" have NEVER . . . . not once . . . . actually isolated the virus which they
say causes COVID-19.
According to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) ". . . no quantified virus
isolates of the 2019-nCoV are currently available . . ."

That's right. No quantified virus isolates. None.
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/fda-covid-19virus-has-never-been-isolated
Renowned Scientist Tells Fox News: COVID-19 Vaccine is 'Downright Dangerous'
and Will Send You 'To Your Doom'
On Wednesday, The Ingraham Angle on the Fox News channel broadcast a mindboggling live interview with a world-renowned microbiologist who said the
“looming” COVID-19 vaccine is “downright dangerous” and will send you “to
your doom.”
The expert, Sucharit Bhakdi, M.D., speaking on a Skype video link from his home
in Germany, also said this:
Play the video here: https://youtu.be/RZDr3CsfolA or at the link below:
https://humansarefree.com/2020/12/scientist-covid-19-vaccine-is-downrightdangerous-and-will-send-you-to-your-doom.html
Priest who volunteered for COVID vaccine - dies suddenly --- Pregnant Women
Immediately Abort Babies! “IMAGINE A VACCINE SO SAFE YOU HAVE TO BE
THREATENED TO TAKE IT, FOR A DISEASE SO DEADLY YOU HAVE TO BE
TESTED TO KNOW YOU HAVE IT”
Fr. John Fields, the Communications and Religious Education Director for the
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, died suddenly after volunteering to receive the
COVID-19 Vaccine.
Announcing his death, the Archeparchy stated that Fr. Fields “has passed away
in his home. The cause of death is yet to be determined.” Fr. Fields turned 70 this
year.
Coincidently, just recently, Fields had participated in the trials of Moderna’s
COVID-19 vaccine, after receiving an email from the University of Pennsylvania at
the end of August, asking if he wished to “participate in the third and final phase”
of the vaccine trial.
He agreed, got the vaccine, and is now dead.
Then on Wednesday, the UK became the first Western country to approve a
vaccine, developed by Pfizer/BioNTech, for the Chinese coronavirus. The first
rollout of jabs is expected next week, with healthcare staff and care home
residents being prioritized.
The Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunization said in a briefing
document that pregnant women or women planning for pregnancy should not
take the vaccine due to a lack of data to test its safety for them. “There are no
data as yet on the safety of COVID-19 vaccines in pregnancy, either from human
or animal studies.
You see if all pregnant women immediately aborted their babies after getting the
death shot, it would take no longer than a week until this would be all over the
news and "health" officials and government members would be hanging from
trees, street lamps and bridges.
But it will take much longer for people to realize that women can’t get pregnant
now, and link this to the vaccine because not getting pregnant, despite trying for

a few months, does not involve any dramatic events. It will eventually be detected
and linked to the vaccine, but at a much later time.
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/priest-whovolunteered-for-covid-vaccine-dies-suddenly-pregnant-women-immediatelyabort-babies
Head of Pfizer Research: Covid Vaccine is Female (& Possibly Male) Sterilization
On December 1, 2020, the ex-Pfizer head of respiratory research Dr. Michael
Yeadon and the lung specialist and former head of the public health
department Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg filed an application with the EMA, the European
Medicine Agency responsible for EU-wide drug approval, for the immediate
suspension of all SARS CoV 2 vaccine studies, in particular the BioNtech/Pfizer
study on BNT162b (EudraCT number 2020-002641-42).
In part because the vaccine contains a spike protein called syncytin-1, vital for
the formation of human placenta in women. If the vaccine works so that we form
an immune response AGAINST the spike
protein, we are also training the female
body to attack syncytin-1, which could lead
to infertility in women of an unspecified
duration.
Dr. Wodarg and Dr. Yeadon demand that
the studies – for the protection of the life
and health of the volunteers – should not
be continued until a study design is
available that is suitable to address
the significant safety concerns expressed
by an increasing number of renowned
scientists against the vaccine and the
study design.
CALL FOR HELP: Dr. Wodarg and Dr.
Yeadon ask as many EU citizens as
possible to co-sign their petition by
sending the e-mail prepared here to the
EMA.
Not part of the original article but a comment….
After a little research it turns out that Syncytin-1 is also present in sperm, so it’s
not only Women that will be sterilized but men as well.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/261257414_Syncytin1_and_its_receptor_is_present_in_human_gametes
http://tapnewswire.com/2020/12/a-quick-glance-at-the-small-print-spells-danger/
Top EU Scientist Warns COVID-19 Vaccine Linked To Sterilization of Women-Breaking down medical experts’ testimony that the COVID-19 mRNA vaccine will
sterilize women, as the head of the EU medical advisory board admitted that
secret experimentation with the vaccine would violate human rights

https://www.infowars.com/posts/top-eu-scientist-warns-covid-19-vaccine-linkedto-sterilization-of-women/
Play to 4:57: https://banned.video/watch?id=5fcc2f89e6fa5b6587c808dc
Oxford Professor Sir John Bell – A Designer of the AstraZeneca Covid Vaccine Admits – The Vaccine Will “Very Likely” Sterilize up to 70% of The Population!!!!
Note…Oxford is where one of the vaccines originates! I would like to draw your
attention to the fact that Professor Sir John Bell is professor of medicine at
Oxford University, and a part of the GAVI team – Sir John is a member of SAGE
(Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies) and sits on the government’s
vaccine task force that has negotiated the purchase of a handful of proposed
vaccines to supposedly combat coronavirus – developing AstraZeneca’s
coronavirus vaccine, he said in an interview with Jon Snow that “These vaccines
are unlikely to completely sterilize a population. They are very likely to have an
effect which works in a %, say 60 or 70%.” Believe him; someone who has these
levels of credentials doesn’t misspeak without correcting himself.
Look at these links or google it, 1. https://www.nationalheraldindia.com/h… 2.
https://www.thailandmedical.news/news… 3.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/victoria… 4. https://www.urotoday.com/recentabstr… 5. https://journals.physiology.org/doi/f… 6, https://www.bionews.org.uk
Play: https://youtu.be/IMAkFKprzRQ
We've Got the Box! Astra-Zeneca's COVID-19 "Vaccine"-- Frankenstein in a Bottle
– Chimpanzee GMO Virus Used to Make This Vaccine & This Vaccine is Also
Cultured off Two Different Aborted Baby Fetal Cell Lines and One Line From
Cancerous Lung Tissue!!!!
19 November 2020--The
Hal Turner Radio Show
has obtained the actual
packaging in which the
Astra-Zeneca
Pharmaceutical
Company's COVID-19
"Vaccine" will be
packaged in. Calling this
"The Mark of the Beast" is
an understatement; this
"vaccine" will hurt you likely very badly - if it
doesn't KILL you outright.
On the box, Astra-Zeneca reveals their new "vaccine" is "ChAdOx1-S"
Recombinant DNA vaccine also known as AZD1222. That is the single most
prominent ingredient and you'd better sit down as we reveal what, exactly, this is.
Research into AZD1222, reads: “We used direct RNA sequencing to analyze transcript
expression from the ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 genome in human MRC-5 and A549 cell
lines that are non-permissive for vector replication alongside the replication permissive

cell line, HEK293”. Comment: I then researched and found this: A549 cells are
adenocarcinomic human alveolar basal epithelial cells, and constitute a cell line
that was first developed in 1972 by D. J. Giard, et al. through the removal and
culturing of cancerous lung tissue in the explanted tumor of a 58-year-old
caucasian male.
A quick look at human MRC-5 reveals the second horror:

Yes, you read that correctly. They are using a cell line developed from the
ABORTED FETUS of a 14 week Caucasian male.
It gets crazier.
The virus they're using to simulate COVID-19, is from: Chimpanzees.
Looking up AZD1222 we find that (ChAdOx1 nCoV-19) is a weakened and nonreplicating version of the common cold virus (adenovirus) taken from
chimpanzees, which has been engineered to contain instructions for creating the
spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 – the virus that supposedly causes COVID-19
(here, here) . An article published in the journal Nature (here) says the vaccine also
uses T-Rex 293 HEK cells in the virus propagation stage.
When you look up HEK-293, you find this refers to 'human embryonic kidney' cells,
which are from a different human cell line. My Comment: Hal actually the human
embryonic kidney 293 cells, also often referred to as HEK 293, are a specific cell
line originally derived from human embryonic kidney cells grown in tissue culture
taken from an aborted female baby. See the link below. So they are culturing this
off at least 2 different aborted fetal cell lines and a GMO Chimpanzee virus. What
could possibly go wrong?! Sounds like a witchcraft concoction.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HEK_293_cells
And they want to INJECT THIS INTO YOU ??????? Into your children ?????
Let me ask you, folks, what do you think all this DNA they're pushing into your
body will do to YOUR DNA? Alter it? Into what? Frankenstein?
Most folks know that our DNA is the actual building code for our entire body. Making a
small change at the DNA level can have all sorts of unintended consequences farther
down the line. Consequences THAT CANNOT BE UNDONE.
Astra-Zeneca also makes clear in the literature coming along with this "vaccine"
that they are seeking an Artificial Intelligence (AI) tool to track the adverse
reactions!
So they already know that there will be so many adverse reactions, of such a
wide-ranging array of problems, they need ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE to analyze
it all.
What if you end up . . . .not human anymore?
What if their goal is to alter DNA so we are no longer recognizable to God?
Could that be why the Book of Revelations makes clear that anyone who takes
the mark of the Beast will NEVER get into Heaven?

If we're changed at the DNA level, then we are no longer made in the image of
God.
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/we-ve-got-the-box-astrazeneka-s-covid-19-vaccine-frankenstein-in-a-bottle#comment-10923
Total Satanic Insanity!!!! Moderna to start testing its mRNA COVID-19 vaccine on
children – are parents really letting their kids serve as guinea pigs?
Moderna has announced that it will start testing its COVID-19 vaccine in children
in a large, late-stage trial. The U.S. National Library of Medicine’s registry
indicates that the study will include 3,000 participants aged 12 to 17.
Half of the volunteers will receive two shots of the Moderna vaccine four weeks
apart, while the other half will be given placebo injections. According to the
website, the study is expected to finish in June 2022.
The new highly touted Modera & Pfizer C-o-v-i-d-19 v-a-c-c-i-n-e-s are m-R-N-A va-c-c-i-n-e-s that will rewrite your own genome/D-N-A forever. Once firmly
implanted inside the body, human cells are at the mercy of any m-R-N-A vaccine
delivered via this substrate, unleashing a nightmare of possibilities. It is, perhaps,
the first true step towards full-on transhumanism AKA: Humanity 2.0, AKA: You
won’t be you anymore. Also 6 of 8 C-O-V-I-D-19 v-a-c-c-i-n-e-s are unethical
because they were produced using a-b-o-r-t-e-d fetal cells &/or are being tested
using a-b-o-r-t-e-d fetal cells; and this is not even mentioning the n-a-n-oparticles/tech (that will also be part of these vaccines), that will be updated via the
5G network increasing coming online in America.
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-12-03-moderna-vaccine-children.html
ACTION ALERT! COVID Vaccine: What We Don’t Know
An FDA committee is meeting next week to review the first COVID vaccine. We
must demand that full transparency is given to the American public.
Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna are seeking emergency use authorization for their
COVID-19 vaccines despite a startling lack of transparency on the data underlying
these vaccines. We’re joining our friends at ANH-International in calling for full
transparency so Americans can educate themselves before making a decision
about COVID-19 vaccination. It’s a shame that such a basic right must be fought
for, but such is nature of our broken healthcare system.
Write to Congress and the FDA, urging them to support full transparency on
vaccine data so Americans can make informed choices about risks and benefits.
ACTION ALERT!
+3+ 'Immunity Cards' To Be Issued To All Americans; Enable CDC To Track
COVID-19 Vaxx Status In Database—While former presidents & Satanists Obama,
Clinton and Bush publicly announced that they would take the vaccine, on
camera
While the first doses of the
vaccine will be made available to
health care workers, 100 million
Americans are expected to have

been vaccinated against COVID by February, according to Moncef Slaoui, chief
adviser to Operation Warp Speed.
On Wednesday the Department of Defense released the first images of a COVID19 vaccination record card as well as vaccination kits, according to CNN.
"Everyone will be issued a written card that they can put in their wallet that will
tell them what they had and when their next dose is due," says Dr. Kelly Moore,
associate director of the Immunization Action Coalition.
What's more, vaccination clinics will also report to their state immunization
registries which vaccine was given so that third parties can verify one's
vaccination status regardless of what their card says (or if they've lost it).
Moore said many places are planning to ask patients to voluntarily provide a cell
phone number, so they can get a text message telling them when and where their
next dose is scheduled to be administered.
Every dose administered will be reported to the US Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention-CNN
The DoD also released information on vaccine kits, which include a card, needle,
syringe, alcohol wipes and a mask. There are approximately 100 million such kits
ready to go as soon as 'the' vaccine(s) is(are) chosen, according to Operation
Warp Speed CEO, Gen. Gustave Perna.
The announcement comes less
than two weeks after the UK
government proposed "freedom
passes" in order to reboot their
economy - which would
seemingly allow those willing to
vaccinate a return to normal life.
It also comes after signs of
industries adapting to a future of
immunity cards and vaccinations
- with Ticketmaster and Quantas
airlines both announcing they will require proof of vaccination before people can
attend concerts or fly.
Meanwhile, the vaccination roadshow has begun. On Wednesday, former
presidents Obama, Clinton and Bush publicly announced that they would take the
vaccine, on camera.
"I may end up taking it on TV or having it filmed, just so that people know that I
trust this science," Obama said in a Wednesday interview with Sirius XM radio while Bush and Clinton made similar vows.
The next day, NIH Director Dr. Anthony Fauci ominously warned that it would
create a "very serious situation" if people don't take the vaccine.
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/covid-19-vax-status-be-tracked-cdcdatabase-everyone-issued-vaccination-cards-according-dod
Member of Parliament: Vaccine Passport Plan - "The MOST Authoritarian Govt
Since 1650"

Play from 0:10 to 20:56:
https://79days.news/watch?id=5fc7f9bea4eedc5a2e2cac4e
U.K. announces that passports will soon include vaccine stamps
By the time 2021 rolls around, Brits who wish to travel by air will have to show
that they have been vaccinated for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19).
This was the announcement that came from the Department for Transport, a U.K.
agency that has decided to require that travelers show “vaccine stamps” in their
passports before being allowed to travel.
Conservative M.P. James Sunderland, a vehement supporter of mandatory WuFlu
vaccination, told the media that because pets already require a vaccination
passport in order to travel between the U.K. and Europe that the next step is for
humans to have the same.
“We must do everything possible to boost the economy by reopening our travel,
hospitality, leisure, and business sectors, and how fantastic would it be to have
our planes, trains, and boats full again,” Sunderland stated, adding that
mandatory vaccination for the Chinese Virus is “a fantastic way of ensuring
freedom of movement for people.”
“Aviation Minister Robert Courts is likewise said to be “upbeat and supportive” of
the idea, as is Prime Minister Boris Johnson, who stated earlier this month that
his transport secretary, Grant Shapps, is in the process of “looking at all such
schemes” that involve forcing people to get jabbed in order to resume traveling
post-Covid.
From: Naomi
Sent: Sunday, December 6, 2020 2:26 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment: THE VACCINATION GOES GLOBAL EUROPE,
RUSSIA, ISRAEL, INDIA, CHINA INDONESIA, US (COMING SOON), JUST IN ONE
WEEK? I BELIEVE THAT LUCIFER WANTS TO MARK (WITH HIS DNA) AS MANY
PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE BEFORE THE WWIII AND THE OTHER CATACLYSMS
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/u-k-becomes-first-country-approve-pfizerbiontech-covid-19-n1249651
https://www.rt.com/russia/508790-moscow-starts-mass-vaccination/
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-israel-s-coronavirus-vaccinationcampaign-could-begin-this-month-1.9350791
https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Coronavirus/China-set-to-roll-out-its-COVID-19vaccination
https://apnews.com/article/technology-indonesia-joko-widodo-coronaviruspandemic-china-4e741b7b44447eee54bde32481418bf5
A global team of experts has found 10 FATAL FLAWS in the main test for Covid
and is demanding it’s urgently axed. As they should — RT Op-ed
A peer review of the paper on which most Covid testing is based has
comprehensively debunked the science behind it, finding major flaws. They

conclude it’s utterly unsuitable as a means for diagnosis – and the fall-out is
immense.
Last week, I reported on a landmark ruling from Portugal, where a court had ruled
against a governmental health authority that had illegally confined four people to
a hotel this summer. They had done so because one of the people had tested
positive for Covid in a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test – but the court had
found the test fundamentally flawed and basically inadmissible.
Now the PCR testing supremacy under which we all now live has received
another crushing blow. A peer review from a group of 22 international experts has
found 10 “major flaws” in the main protocol for such tests. The report
systematically dismantles the original study, called the Corman-Drosten paper,
which described a protocol for applying the PCR technique to detecting Covid.
The Corman-Drosten paper was published on January, 23, 2020, just a day after
being submitted, which would make any peer review process that took place
possibly the shortest in history. What is important about it is that the protocol it
describes is used in around 70 percent of Covid kits worldwide. It’s cheap, fast –
and absolutely useless.
Court rules Covid-19 tests worthless, media rejects science
A European lawsuit has solidified the fact that the widely used PCR test for
detecting the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) is up to 97 percent unreliable – so
basically useless.
Portuguese judges reportedly upheld a lower court ruling that forcibly
quarantining four German tourists after one tested “positive” for Covid-19 was
unlawful because the PCR test is inherently fraudulent.
Delivered on Nov. 11, the verdict followed an appeal against a writ of habeas
corpus filed by four Germans against the Azores Regional Health Authority,
which demanded that they quarantine.
“This body had been appealing a ruling from a lower court which had found in
favour of the tourists, who claimed that they were illegally confined to a hotel
without their consent,” writes Peter Andrews for RT.
Willful FRAUD: Politicians and Hospitals in New York & New Jersey Calling Flu
Deaths "COVID"
The citizens of New York and New Jersey are being deceived yet again by public
officials and health experts, who are labelling persons dying from Influenza, as
being "COVID-19" deaths.
Governor Andrew Cuomo in New York and Governor Phil Murphy in New Jersey,
have been publicly sounding the alarm, claiming that COVID hospitalizations and
deaths are skyrocketing, and ordering various new "shutdowns" to battle the
spread of this disease. The mass-media has been dutifully reporting what the
Governor's say, without ever investigating on their own or even verifying the
claims.
Just one problem: It isn't COVID killing people, it is seasonal influenza; doing this
year, what it does at this time every year.

"The claims of a new COVID outbreak are completely totally false." say infectious
disease specialist Doctors at Hackensack Meridian University Hospital in
Hackensack, Jersey City Medical Center in Jersey City, and St. Joseph's Hospital
in Paterson, NJ. Their information is echoed by Doctors at New York Presbyterian Medical Center and New York Health & Hospitals / Bellevue Medical
Center in Manhattan.
The Flu season ranges from October to as late as May, with peak activity between
December and February, said Dr. David Cennimo, an infectious disease expert
with Rutgers New Jersey Medical School.
We're now into December, and the Flu is literally raging -- as usual -- throughout
New Jersey and New York City. But no one is calling it the Flu. Instead, Doctors
have been told by Hospital Administration to "label as many patients as possible
as being infected with COVID because government is paying a lot of money to
treat that."
More interestingly, the demographics of admitted patients is suddenly leaning
very hard to government-paid healthcare patients on Medicare and Medicaid.
According to one billing manager at one of the hospitals named above "More than
ninety-five percent (95%) of the admitted patients are on some type of
government paid plan because private health insurance companies are all
demanding blood tests for influenza. When those tests return positive for
influenza, the Insurance companies make clear that, absent certain lifethreatening symptoms, there is no need to admit Flu patients. When hospital
administrators see private insurance cutting off coverage for admittance because
of flu, they discharge the patient and await a public health insurance patient who
they can admit to get government money, because if it is called COVID, the
government just pays. No questions asked."
"What the public is seeing here is the greatest medical fraud ever perpetrated"
Said Dr. Vincent Lisandrello. "There is no spike in COVID sickness; there is only
a spike in positive test results . . but people are NOT getting sick from it" he
continued. "Remember, according to the CDC, a positive test for COVID does
NOT mean a person has that particular coronavirus; they may only have some
OTHER type of coronavirus, like the one which causes the common cold" he said.
But politicians are exploiting the positive test results, and treating those results
as if it is a continuation of a deadly public health crisis. It is not. According to
Doctors at the hospitals above, this latest COVID spike is nothing more than a
scheme to defraud.
Said one infectious disease specialist, "The politicians get off being the center of
attention and controlling people's lives; the hospitals are making tons of money
by keeping quiet about what's really going on . . . which is nothing but Flu
season. Everyone has incentive to just play along with the hoax."
The More They Test the More False Positives We Will See--COVID-19 ‘outbreak’ at
Palisades Medical Center prompts ER diversions & patient transfers
02 December 2020--About 30 to 40 employees at
Palisades Medical Center in North Bergen, NJ,
have tested positive for COVID-19, forcing the

hospital to transfer some patients and divert ambulances to other emergency
rooms, according to a union official and a hospital executive.
Most of the employees are nurses from two units, including the progressive care
unit, where patients require significant attention, said Debbie White, president of
the Health Professionals & Allied Employees union.
The outbreak at the 202-bed facility on the Hudson River led management to
transfer some patients to Pascack Valley Medical Center in Westwood or to
Hackensack University Medical Center.
HAL TURNER REMARKS
This hospital is in the town I live in.
The trouble with this story is the PCR "test" being used to determine if a person
actually has the novel coronavirus which causes the disease referred to as
"COVIDS-19" is a fraud! PCR is not a "test" for a virus.
PCR stands for polymerase chain reaction; it is a way that labs can synthesize
copies of DNA to work with it.
Thus, PCR merely duplicates what it is told to duplicate and since the CDC admits
they have not isolated the COVID-19 virus, it necessarily follows the PCR test has
no idea what to look for.
This being the situation, it is disgusting to me that the non-virus-test is being
called a test because the false-positive rate for PCR can be as high as 97%.
People are being told they're infected when they're not.
Businesses are being shut down as "non-essential" due to test results that are
totally unreliable.
People's incomes, credit, and financial security are being destroyed by this
nonsense.
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/covid-19outbreak-at-palisades-medical-center-in-my-hometown-prompts-er-diversionspatient-transfers
C-o-v-i-d-19 PCR Tests Ruled Totally Unreliable By Portuguese Court--Quarantine
Lifted-Potentially 97% False Positives!!! https://youtu.be/MYk92jxFXOk
Chief Science Officer for Pfizer Says “Second Wave” F-a-k-e-d on F-a-l-s-ePositive C-O-V-I-D Tests, “Pandemic Is Over”
https://www.globalresearch.ca/chief-science-officer-pfizer-says-second-wavefaked-false-positive-covid-tests-pandemic-over/5724753
NY Times on C-o-v-i-d-1-9 Test: “Up to 90% of People Testing Positive Carried
Barely Any V-i-r-u-s,” Many Are “Not Likely To Be Contagious”--Widely-used C-ov-i-d-1-9 test is “diagnosing huge numbers of people who may be carrying
relatively insignificant amounts of the v-i-r-u-s,” says NYT The article is only
getting attention now because the Times gave it a rather weak headline despite
the article turning the entire C-o-v-i-d-1-9 narrative upside-down, it’s almost as if
the Times was forced to report on something it didn’t want to because the story is
too big to contain, which is plausible given that an increasing number of people
know someone who has tested positive for C-o-v-i-d-1-9 but never appeared

outright sick from it. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirustesting.html
In a newly surfaced July interview, Fauci warns that widely used C-O-V-I-D tests
may pick up 'dead' v-i-r-u-s particles
In a July interview, Fauci warns that the widely used C-O-V-I-D tests [which are
"SUPER-SENSITIVE"] may pick up 'dead' v-i-r-u-s RESIDUE that your Immune
SYSTEM has eradicated months ago, BUT due to the constant FEAR-Mongering
of the main stream Media, the CDC, the FDA, the Medical/Pharma cartel,
Governors, etc...YOU will be quarantined without any SYMPTOMS if you test
positive. They are already doing this in New Zealand.
Fauci wouldn't DARE talk about this FACT AGAIN !!!! More Evidence Here:
https://justthenews.com/politics-policy/coronavirus/newly-surfaced-video-julyfauci-tests-dead-virus
Entire City of Los Angeles Put On House Arrest - Here's What To Do
Play: https://youtu.be/vyyb3yOQxKg
Total Insanity! LA County Mayor Says Not Wearing A Mask Is “Act Of Domestic
Terrorism”
A Los Angeles County public official was quoted by the Los Angeles Daily
News as saying those who defy the public health order to wear a mask in public
in response to the virus pandemic are guilty of an “act of domestic terrorism.”
“If it were up to me, anybody not wearing a mask when they are out in public
would be arrested … That’s an act of domestic terrorism and should be treated
like one,” Lancaster, California, Mayor Rex Parris, recently said.
Report from a listener and nurse in North Carolina--Everything about this lying
agenda is continuing to worsen, but the more Satan pushes this, the more I will
resist it!!!!!!
From: Kimberly A
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2020 4:18 PM
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Fwd: Special COVID-19 Issue of Inside NCNA – 12/4
Please pray with me regarding front line nurses and the vaccines. From a NC
nurses email newsletter she just received, we read:
12-4-20--Vaccines On the Way
North Carolina expects the first batch of vaccines to arrive as early as midDecember. The distribution plan includes several phases, with “Phase 1a” being
healthcare workers on the front lines of the pandemic: people working directly
with coronavirus patients, first responders facing high-risk of contact, and
staffers in long-term care facilities. So far 11 facilities across the state have been
tabbed as distribution centers (see slide #11 here).
Go here, here, here, and here to read more.
Trends Heading Sharply in the Wrong Direction
The number of new coronavirus cases is rising quickly, and the positivity rate is

at an all-time high for North Carolina. Dr. Mandy Cohen, Secretary of the
Department of Health and Human Services, says the record breaking trends are
worrisome, especially considering it has only been a week since the
Thanksgiving holiday, when many people ignored public pleas to forego large
family gatherings.
Go here, here and here to read more.
NCNA & NCDHHS Seeking Vaccination “Champions”
With vaccines being shipped to North Carolina within the next few weeks, NCNA
is working closely with NCDHHS on rollout plans. A major part of that cooperative
effort revolves around communicating the safety and efficacy of the vaccines,
particularly to marginalized communities. To help promote vaccinations, we are
looking to identify nurses who will qualify into Phase 1a for vaccination and who
would be willing to be champions, including publicly receiving the vaccine.
Please consider letting us know if you qualify!
Go here to learn more and join this important effort.
New Executive Order: Facemasks Everywhere Outside the Home
With North Carolina bracing for a major spike in positive cases, Gov. Roy Cooper
announced late last month stricter requirements for the statewide mandate on
face coverings. Masks are now required in all indoor spaces where someone else
might be, and people need to wear them when outside and are not able to
maintain six feet of distance from others.
Go here to read more.
--------------------------------From: Patricia
Sent: Sunday, December 6, 2020 11:51 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Re: FW: Special COVID-19 Issue of Inside NCNA – 12/4
I have just received the exact same information at my employer. They have even
told us they have bought the expensive freezers. They have told us we
(healthcare workers) will be the first to get the vaccination. They have sent us a
survey to complete to see how we feel about this. I would have been glad to tell
them how I felt, but it appears I am barred from responding to the survey (I have a
documented vaccine declination on file.)
Russia? Congo? Or Canada? Fined and visited by the police for just protesting
now!!!
Play to 5:53: https://youtu.be/8kk8AsUZToQ
Practice on Christians first: Why are the cops targeting churches?
Play: https://youtu.be/mNQ_WZp8nDA?t=9

